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A Recipe for Success:
Cooking Up KM
from Scratch
When law firms first turned their attention to
knowledge management in the early ‘90s, many
started by organizing precedent collections and
pushing out current awareness.
Law firm KM has since grown and today includes much more,
such as delivering tools and technologies to foster collaboration and
sharing, analyzing and improving work processes, and facilitating
project management and alternative fee arrangements.
While KM’s focus was evolving, the legal profession was changing.
The fiscal crisis put in-house law departments under pressure to save
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costs, and they, in turn, asked for and came to expect
more value and efficiency from their law firms. KM is
an effective way to respond to these pressures.
With KM’s mandate expanding and expectations
changing, many law firms and in-house legal
departments with mature KM are rethinking and
re-evaluating their KM strategies. Organizations that
have not yet adopted formal KM are now seriously
considering implementation.
Whether refreshing your current KM systems,
starting a KM program from scratch, or doing KM
project-by-project, the following recipe should
help you design a KM approach that fits your
organization.

SURVEY THE ENVIRONMENT
Before you can start planning, you need to get a
lay of the land by examining both the external and
internal landscapes. What is considered “market” for
KM in law firms specifically and professional services
firms generally? What are your organization’s
business goals, culture, leadership, structure,
content, processes, technology and resources? This
will help you gauge how your organization compares
with others and what makes the most sense for your
organization.
First look outside of your own organization.
Where have other organizations succeeded? What
has proven fruitless? You will want to get a flavor
for what is hot and trending. Follow KM blogs
and consult ILTA KM surveys and white papers for

Look for projects that make a difference to the entire
organization or sizable groups rather than one or two lawyers.

valuable insight into KM developments, hits and
misses, must-haves and conundrums.
With an understanding of the external
environment, you are ready to take a hard look at
your organization, zeroing in on its business goals
and any barriers or enablers to successful KM.
Business Goals. Identifying your organization’s
business goals could be straightforward or
require research, depending on how clearly your
organization articulates its goals and how broadly
your leadership shares this information. Look for
the business goals by reviewing the organization’s
strategic plan and annual reports. Talk to primary
stakeholders. Is the organization looking to gain
market share? Is it focused on increasing efficiencies
and reducing costs? Is increasing the level of client
service the number one goal? Or, is enhancing
associate competencies the top priority? In analyzing

what you discover, you will want to ascertain the
organization’s short- and long-term objectives and
critical projects to assess whether and how KM has a
role to play.
Content and Process. In many organizations,
KM plays a major part in gathering, developing
and organizing content and standardizing and
enhancing processes. Conducting a knowledge audit
is fundamental to understanding your organization’s
current knowledge challenges, knowledge sources
within the organization and kinds of knowledge
already being shared. Use the audit to determine
whether any reusable work product (for example,
precedents and research) exists and what remains
to be developed. Try to uncover people’s pain points
and the workarounds invented to get their work
done. Find out whether any processes have emerged
for capturing and sharing knowledge.
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Start by asking the following questions as you
observe people at work:
• What information do you commonly look for?
What do you have trouble finding? Would better
access to any information help you function
more efficiently or effectively?
• What knowledge resources, services and tools
do you use routinely? Where are those resources
located? What do you value most and least?
• Do you perform any repetitive or low-value tasks
that might be more efficiently completed by
others? Would any resources or training help you
complete or delegate those tasks to others?

Culture. An organization’s culture is defined
by the values, norms and attitudes its members
share. In assessing culture, consider whether your
organization’s lawyers:
• Willingly share, rather than hoard, their knowledge
• See knowledge-sharing as a virtue, a nice-tohave or an onerous obligation
• Collaborate or compete with each other
• Are open or resistant to changes in procedures
and technology

Not surprisingly, introducing KM into an
organization with a long-standing culture of sharing
and collaborating will be much easier than in a
highly competitive organization where lawyers
function in silos and closely guard knowledge. The
underlying culture shapes the approach needed to
succeed and the time you must invest in change
management.
If your organization has a competitive culture,
consider how you might harness that competitive
spirit. You could:
• Create a leaderboard displaying lawyers’ levels of
contribution to KM or a specific project
• Hold a contest to see who can submit the best or
most precedents

• What training do you and the people you
work with need to make better use of existing
knowledge resources and tools or to help you
work more efficiently and effectively?

• Highlight industry developments to demonstrate
that your organization is falling behind the
competition in various aspects of KM
These approaches can transform competitive
energy into a sense of urgency that drives
participation and engagement.
Leadership. Support from leadership goes
a long way toward ensuring a KM program or
strategy’s success. In an ideal world, senior
leadership understands the value of KM and
is prepared to act as champions within the
organization. When looking to garner support,
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don’t stop with the C-suite. Look for champions and
sponsors throughout the organization. Anyone can
play a significant role in promoting KM. Make sure
you have their support. But, if you cannot secure
senior leadership support at the outset, you will
need to adopt a “bottom-up” approach, where you
build support with the successful completion of each
KM project.
Structure. The structure of your firm should
also drive your approach. Examine both the
organizational and department structures. At the
organizational level, is the structure primarily topdown? If so, mandating participation in KM will be an
option. However, if the structure is less hierarchical,
a grass-roots approach might work best. In terms
of departments, are lawyers structured into formal
units for business and professional development,
or do fluid groups of lawyers informally congregate
based on shared practice or expertise? Regular
departmental meetings, combined with strong
practice chairs who expect accountability on KM
projects, can significantly affect a department’s
commitment to KM.
Technology and Resources. Although
technology is but one component of KM, KM draws
heavily on technology. It is critical to know what
technology resources will be available to support KM
and how people are actually using those resources.
For example, does the organization have a document
management system, and do people use it to its full
potential?

TOP
FIVE
Pitfalls To Avoid When Cooking Up KM
1

2

3

4

5

Failing to align the
KM strategy with
the organization’s
business goals

Forgetting to
engage with
lawyers to ensure
KM systems and
processes address
their day-to-day
needs

Getting mired in
basic administrative
tasks or projects
that help only a
few lawyers, rather
than embedding
improved processes
and systems in the
business

Falling prey to
the notion that
technology can
provide an easy fix
for KM

Trying to do too
many KM projects
at once instead
of targeting a few
highly beneficial
projects

You will also need to understand your
organization’s technology road map. Is the IT group
planning to roll out any new technology in the shortor long-term that might be particularly useful for
KM? Conversely, are IT’s upcoming projects likely to
take priority over KM technology-based initiatives,
curtailing or delaying your ability to deliver? If IT has
planned a major upgrade of core systems in the near
future, you will need to think twice about proposing
any technology-dependent projects.

Also consider whether you can tap into
other resources within the organization, such
as professional development, library services or
administrative staff. And, do not forget about the
practicing lawyers. Will you have access and be able
to enlist substantial time from them on KM projects?
If you are refreshing an existing KM program,
consider what roles KM professionals perform and
what skills they can bring to the table.
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DEVELOP A VISION AND MANDATE
Once you have assessed the environment, start
planning. Begin with developing a vision of a
future state that both supports your organization’s
goals and objectives and acknowledges its current
reality. Though often difficult, distilling your vision
into a statement that describes what a successful
KM program would look like is a useful exercise. A
statement might read:
“KM is seamlessly integrated into the life
cycle of all of our matters — from client pitch
and matter intake to performing the work
and a post-mortem — ensuring that all steps
are completed as efficiently as possible and
reusable work product is continually captured
as a part of the workflow.”
Even if the vision seems unattainable (as it
almost surely will when getting started), articulating
your vision will help keep you focused and more
likely to succeed.
With your carefully crafted vision top of mind,
map out a strategy that will define the mandate and
scope of the organization’s KM program. Will KM
target only lawyers and their practice or include firm
administration and operations as well? Will it cover all
areas of practice or be limited to a few key practice
areas or business units that have expressed an interest?
After defining the who, define the what.
Consider whether the program will be devoted to

delivering special, one-off projects or also include
ongoing operations. Balance time spent on ongoing
activities, such as delivering current awareness
and drafting case summaries, with time spent
creating processes and systems to help lawyers
more effectively manage their matters and share
expertise and knowledge. Try to build in scalability;
look for projects that make a difference to the entire
organization or sizable groups rather than one or
two lawyers.
By now, you should be able to develop a list of
projects that align with the organization’s business
goals and the vision and mandate you have defined. If
your organization has been without formal KM in the
past, you might have already received a long wish list.
Recognizing that you cannot do everything, you will
need to establish priorities, and they must match the
organization’s priorities. If the organization’s primary
business goal is to deliver better client service, KM’s
goal might be to enable lawyers to respond more
quickly with more consistent work product. One
project might be to develop a precedent and research
memorandum database. If the KM goal is to improve
matter processes, you could develop process maps for
key practice groups.
When setting priorities, consider the ease of
implementing different projects and the value they
are likely to bring to the organization. Take this short
list and identify the highest-value projects most
easily implemented in the short term; these will be
your quick wins.

BUILD THE TEAM
No matter how brilliant your planning, you will
not get far without the right people to do the job.
Your next task is to build a solid core team. ILTA’s
2014 Knowledge Management Survey (the Survey)
revealed that at 52 percent of respondents’ firms,
KM was a separate department. Whether KM is a
separate department, a group of KM professionals
embedded in another administrative department or
an ad hoc group of lawyers interested in developing
some KM resources, consider the following
questions:
Leadership: Who will lead your KM initiatives?
What background, skills and experience should this
person have? Given your organization’s culture,
does this person need to be a lawyer? Returning
to the Survey, 47 percent of respondents indicated
that practicing or non-practicing lawyers led their
organization’s KM efforts, while 17 percent had
librarians at the helm.
Reporting: Will KM report to a senior legal
officer (such as the managing partner, general
counsel or CEO), a senior administrative officer (e.g.,
the COO or CAO) or another department (such as
IT or professional development)? In the Survey, 34
percent reported to a senior administrative officer,
18 percent reported to a senior legal person, and
another 18 percent reported to IT. The reporting
relationship requires careful consideration as it
can signal and reflect KM’s importance within the
organization.
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Roles: What roles will the KM team perform?
To succeed, the required skills must match the
expected roles. For instance, a KM mandate that
includes drafting precedents, disseminating current
awareness and supporting or mentoring juniors will
require people with substantive legal knowledge.
Because the firm’s practicing lawyers often cannot
devote significant time to these activities, the KM
team should include KM lawyers. On the other hand,
projects like developing an intranet might require
KM team members with technology and design
skills. If content and data management are critical to
the KM program, skilled administrative people will
be needed.
Location and Physical Space: Physical design
can significantly affect how the KM team interacts
with each other and the firm’s practicing lawyers.
Consider whether KM professionals should be located
together or dispersed among their respective practice
groups or business units. Both approaches have their
benefits and drawbacks. While KM professionals
embedded within practice groups tend to be more
accessible to (and, in turn, valued by) other lawyers in
their group, they might also spend more time helping
with billable matter work, rather than working on KM
projects. Decide which approach best matches your
organization and your KM vision and mandate.

BUDGET AND RESOURCES
To some degree, KM priorities and projects will be
determined by the size of your available budget and

When implementing anything new — whether your
firm’s first KM department or a new strategy or direction
for your current department — significant time and
effort must be invested in investigating and developing
communication and change management plans.

resources. KM budgets vary from one organization
to the next, typically depending on the number of
lawyers, practice areas and business units, and the
business model. KM might have its own budget or
be a component of another department’s budget.
Either way, cost will be a major factor in your ability
to execute. For example, if one of your foundational
projects is to introduce document assembly, you will
need to consider the cost of purchasing software,
whether your IT department has cycles available to
implement the solution and whether extra help from
external consultants will be needed.
Include a range of solutions with varied price
points to address different aspects of a particular
problem. You may want to implement an enterprise
search engine, but doing so might not be feasible
in the current budget year because of IT resource

constraints. In that case, explore other lower-tech
KM solutions — like developing a simple foldering
system to organize heavily used and valued
resources — that might be more realistic and nearly
as useful in the interim.

PROMOTE CHANGE AND
COMMUNICATE BENEFITS
Change management will be crucial to any
KM program, project or initiative. Lawyers can
be a skeptical and risk-averse bunch. When
implementing anything new — whether your
firm’s first KM department or a new strategy or
direction for your current department — significant
time and effort must be invested in investigating
and developing communication and change
management plans.
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By this point, you will have built the
foundation for change while assessing your
environment by asking lawyers about their pain
points and what changes they would welcome
most. The communication strategy focuses on
capturing and maintaining lawyer engagement. A
good communication plan addresses the following
questions:
• Is our audience supportive, undecided,
uninterested or hostile?

to accountability and demonstrating return on investment. Unfortunately, KM’s benefits often are intangible
and difficult to articulate. Take heart, though; effective methods exist. When launching a technology, tool
or resource, make sure you can generate usage statistics. Capture and communicate anecdotes and success
stories when significant projects are completed, and follow up with more at regular intervals.

IMPLEMENT THE PLAN
The culmination of all your visioning, mapping, strategizing and planning is implementation. This is an
excellent time to circle back and make certain you still have sufficient buy-in and support, because you never
can have too many KM champions. People come and go in firms, and you do not want to finally wade into
implementation only to find that your key promoters have moved on to other interests or places. Take this last
opportunity to drum up additional enthusiasm.
When you are ready to advance your first KM strategy or project, implementation should include:

• How will we articulate the benefits of KM?
• How will we respond to lawyers who ask, “What
is in it for me?”

• Assessing your available resources and assigning explicit tasks; making sure everyone on the team knows
who is doing what
• Scheduling regular team meetings to ensure everything is moving forward

• What barriers obstruct change in our
organization, and how will we overcome them?
• What risks are associated with change, and how
will we mitigate them?
Even when simplifying and improving
cumbersome and ineffective work processes, a
familiar process with all its crazy workarounds might
be preferred to changing a daily routine.
Part of communicating will involve reporting
on success, so the last step before embarking on
your KM initiative will be to determine what metrics
you will use to measure success. Metrics are critical

• Vigilantly promoting KM throughout the organization, continuously communicating KM’s value
• Delivering quick wins and boasting broadly, frequently and loudly

GET COOKIN’
Remember: KM is never done. Successful KM entails continuous reassessments, gathering and actively
listening to feedback, and changing course when warranted. Like good cooking, designing good KM involves
doing the prep work, assembling the ingredients, measuring properly, following each step and adjusting to
taste along the way.
Bon appétit!
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Architecting KM:
Blueprints for Novices
to Experts

Setting knowledge management (KM) goals and
objectives is a critical task for every KM leader.
No matter what stage of KM your firm is at, the most important
question is, “What should we do now, and how will it deliver value to the
firm?” Staying focused and delivering value will ensure KM is an essential
part of your firm’s success.
KM is a voyage, not a destination. There is no one right path, and you
must find your own way. As you think about your KM goals, balance your
firm’s current business priorities with its KM capabilities. By matching
the two, you can set realistic objectives. Over time, as your firm’s KM
capabilities strengthen, you can target more demanding, complex goals.
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Using a blueprint will help you think about the continuum of potential KM services and assess the order in
which to tackle them based on their complexity and the skills required.

INTERNALLY FOCUSED KM
Scope and Goals: Internally focused KM targets the improvement of legal services and legal work product.
Typically, firms focus on three areas that remain, for many, the definition of KM.
• Know-How: Capturing, sharing and reusing documents, incorporating the firm’s standards and best
practices
• Current Awareness: Capturing and sharing knowledge about changes in the law

Internally focused KM initiatives are,
relatively speaking, the least complex KM services
because they are extensions of activities that
already occur within the firm. Anyone who has
worked in these areas knows that they are far
from simple to master.
Firms expect internally focused KM to deliver
three business benefits:
• Improve legal services by improving lawyers’
technical skills and the quality and timeliness of
work product

• Professional Development: Evolving lawyering skills through formal training, mentoring and coaching
• Reduce risk by ensuring standards and best
practices are reflected in work product delivered
to clients
• Improve profitability by improving the efficiency
of the firm’s fee earners and reducing write-offs

Firms lacking internally focused KM programs, at a
minimum, must establish a subset of the prerequisite
people, processes and technologies to deliver their
initial client-focused services.

Process and Technology: Important synergies
connect the business processes and technologies
supporting internally focused KM. For example,
content management life cycle and workflows
are foundational to both know-how and current
awareness. Repurposing content among all three
services is a natural cycle. Awareness of changes in
the law can drive changes in relevant precedents
and guidance notes; both should be reinforced
through relevant legal training and mentoring
activities.
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The skills needed to support these business
processes and the enabling technologies are the
foundations for more advanced KM capabilities.
Key business processes commonly include content
life cycle management, after-action reviews, legal
education and mentoring. Corresponding specialized
technologies include online knowledge repositories
(i.e., know-how systems and closing book/bible
repositories), content management systems, current
awareness capture and delivery systems, learning
management systems, and document automation.
Internally focused KM services often take advantage
of enterprise technologies such as the document
management system for knowledge repositories, the
intranet for sharing and disseminating knowledge,
and enterprise search for delivering information.

Information architecture is a key foundation
often overlooked by early KM programs. KM
demands sharing information among people so
they can transform it into knowledge and act on
it in their everyday work. As the structural design
of shared information environments, information
architecture focuses on organizing, structuring
and labeling content in effective and sustainable
ways. Successful information architecture is hard
to achieve as it requires a cross-departmental
governance structure, specially skilled staff and
supporting technologies. Internally focused KM
systems can bring the first opportunity to add this
competency to both the KM and IT organizations as
they build know-how systems and other technology
platforms for knowledge management.
Organization, Culture and Success: Internally
focused KM programs give firms an opportunity
to evolve their organization and add essential
skills. While some firms ask fee-earning lawyers
to perform KM work, success is far from optimal
as the KM work remains secondary to fee-earning
priorities. To address this, many firms add the role
of KM lawyer (or professional support lawyer). A
seasoned, non-fee-earning lawyer, the KM lawyer is
dedicated to creating and maintaining precedents
and current awareness, organizing and delivering
training, performing after-action reviews, etc.
Depending on the size of the KM organization,
some firms also establish a central leadership role
(for example, chief knowledge officer) to champion,

direct and manage KM work. Many firms also
designate KM partners who align KM work with the
needs of their practice group or department. These
new organizational roles are the foundation for more
complex KM services.
Culture trumps everything, and KM almost
always requires cultural change. Internally focused
KM programs must incorporate specific cultural
change management activities. They must promote
and reward positive knowledge-sharing behaviors.
Common goals include:
• Ensuring lawyers are comfortable contributing
knowledge content
• Asking for help as needed
• Using institutional know-how as created
Other goals depend on the firm’s unique culture.
Setting these goals requires assessing where change
is needed, identifying the barriers to change and
designing activities to drive that change. In doing
this, KM adds change management as yet another
core competency needed for more advanced KM
programs.
Internally focused KM initiatives must prove
their value by measuring work against objectives.
This entails identifying qualitative and quantitative
metrics that reflect achievement of objectives and
developing sustainable institutional processes and
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tools to capture and report those metrics. Most
important, KM leadership must adopt the discipline
of analyzing and interpreting those metrics and
making adjustments in strategy or execution. This
foundation for continuous improvement is another
core competency that can be leveraged in more
advanced KM programs.

CLIENT-FOCUSED KM
As law firms focus increasingly on marketing and
business development, KM has a parallel opportunity
to become more client focused. The first step often
is to extend the mission of internally focused KM
programs.
• Know-how might evolve into developing model
forms and templates for client work portfolios or
even delivering them directly to clients
• Current awareness could focus more on how
changes in the law affect specific clients and
the firm’s work for them (this borders on
business intelligence by delivering knowledge
about changes in client industries, markets and
businesses)
• Professional development often expands into
sharing knowledge with clients by delivering
client advisory publications or training and
educational programs developed specifically for
clients

This expansion is much easier for firms with
established, internally focused KM programs that
provide the infrastructure and KM competencies
needed to seamlessly produce and deliver knowledge
to clients. Firms lacking internally focused KM
programs, at a minimum, must establish a subset of
the prerequisite people, processes and technologies to
deliver their initial client-focused services.
As a firm’s KM sophistication and client focus
continue to mature, the KM portfolio can expand to
several more complex, demanding knowledge areas.
• Know Ourselves: Capturing and sharing
knowledge about the firm’s experience as
embodied in its people’s experience and clients’
matters
• Know Our Relationships: Capturing and
sharing information about the relationships of
the firm’s professionals outside the firm
• Know Our Client: Ensuring lawyers remain
current with their client’s business, industry,
people and competitors
An important and sophisticated KM service,
“know our client” helps position lawyers as business
advisors to clients, rather than simply as legal service
providers. Clients view lawyers who function as
business and legal advisers as highly valued business
partners.

Firms traditionally have classified these
initiatives as marketing or business development
and not as KM. However, these initiatives require
many KM core competencies to succeed.
• Lawyers must share information about
themselves, their clients and their matters.
Convincing lawyers to share know-how or
contribute to current awareness or professional
development activities is hard enough;
persuading them to share information about
their experience and matters (both of which
are dynamic) and their clients and relationships
(which they naturally guard) is harder still.
Tackling these hesitations naturally draws on KM
competencies applied to overcoming cultural
barriers to information-sharing and fostering
change in the way lawyers work.
• Thoughtful design is required for capturing and
structuring information to facilitate sharing. This
draws on core KM competencies in capturing,
organizing and delivering information in ways
that lawyers find actionable.
Client relationship management (CRM) systems
are a useful case study. Because these systems
typically support “know ourselves,” “know our
relationships” and “know our client,” they stand
to benefit from KM’s participation. Unfortunately,
many firms embark on CRM initiatives as led solely
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by business development (BD) or IT. As a result, the
firm focuses insufficient attention on overcoming
lawyer resistance to sharing client and relationship
information or the fundamental changes in behavior
needed to adopt the discipline of recording client
interactions in a shared repository. Firms might not
analyze lawyer workflows deeply enough to know
how difficult it will be for lawyers to use the system,
even if they will share the information. When these
gaps occur, the CRM system can devolve into a
contact management or marketing communication
tracking system, rather than becoming the powerful
client relationship tool intended.
The greatest success is achieved when both KM
and BD competencies are engaged in these projects.
When a firm has both KM and BD departments in
place, ensure the two work together as an alliance.
As the press has documented, Freshfields went so far
as to formally combine its KM and BD departments
under its chief knowledge officer for several years.
Other firms have seconded KM lawyers to work
closely with BD on projects to implement and
sustain the initiatives. Firms without a formal
KM function must fill the KM gap when trying to
implement client-focused KM.

PROCESS-FOCUSED KM
Process-focused KM responds to client expectations
for better, faster and cheaper legal services. Before
2007, this goal posed a real challenge for KM
because improving efficiency meant reducing billable

The Great Recession increased client demand to keep costs
down, and firms now acknowledge that efficiency is not only
here to stay, it is also an opportunity to grow business.

hours, which worked against improving profitability
if fees were based on hours billed. The Great
Recession increased client demand to keep costs
down, and firms now acknowledge that efficiency
is not only here to stay, it is also an opportunity to
grow business. A real business benefit comes from
improving efficiency and reducing the client’s costs,
while also increasing the firm’s profit.
This transformation has made KM a must-have
rather than a nice-to-have for firms and has given
rise to today’s most complex and demanding KM
capability: legal process improvement (LPI). The
first step in LPI is agreeing that some aspect of
legal work is a process, rather than an art; and, as
a process, it is repeatable and able to be improved.
This is no small hurdle. However, once agreement is
reached, many methods are available to analyze the
process, identify both waste and opportunities for
improvement, and ultimately improve the process.

Firms with existing KM programs are well-positioned
to extend them organically into LPI, with KM in
either a supporting or leading role. The natural
synergies include:
• KM lawyers understand legal processes, so they
can readily identify those that are the most
repeatable (when properly trained in process
improvement methodologies, they can then
lead process mapping and process improvement
exercises)
• Know-how materials are integral to process
improvement as knowledge resources must be
delivered “just in time” within an expert system
(KM lawyers can repurpose existing materials or
create new ones and ensure materials remain
aligned with evolving systems)
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LPI reduces costs and improves profitability. By
linking the efforts of non-fee-earning KM lawyers
to these initiatives, the firm can ensure KM lawyers
focus their time and effort on areas that most
benefit the firm.

LOOKING FORWARD:
COLLABORATION AND INTEGRATED KM
I’ve been intentionally — and likely notably —
silent on collaboration as an element of KM.
Collaboration might be an obvious goal for KM
and seems easy to do, at least on the surface. But
collaboration is difficult to achieve in most law firms.
Many technologies support collaboration — from
bulletin boards to blogs to social networking —
and implementing them is relatively simple. Still,
lawyer adoption remains low for anything more
collaborative than email. Collaboration will likely
be more fully embraced when millennials and Gen
Xers, for whom collaboration is natural, dominate
as both consumers and providers of legal services.
This will transform KM and traditional approaches to
capturing, organizing and sharing knowledge. It will
also be one of the greatest challenges for the next
generation of KM leaders.
The “Internet of Things,” where every Internetcapable device is interconnected, is the subject of
much discussion today. Our lives will become easier
as devices anticipate and provide for our needs. The
next generation of KM could be a corollary: the “KM
of Things.” Imagine a future where KM is not done

by others for others, but rather is an integral part of
a firm’s DNA — it is everywhere and nowhere. KM
is part and parcel of the institutional air, embedded
pervasively in the way people think, the way they
work, the work they do, the information they have
and the tools they use.
In this future, the “KM organization” (if it could
be said to exist) would be the center of excellence
tasked with building KM competencies in every
other internal unit (including fee-earners). It would
lead, coordinate and direct, but would be measured
primarily by how successfully all others work
together to capture and share knowledge.
If this seems unrealistic or utopian, consider
that this approach has been adopted successfully
by consultancies and other professional services
organizations that understand they, like law firms,
are knowledge-intensive businesses. Monetizing
their knowledge is the foundation of their financial
success. Knowledge is not work that should
be delegated to others. To maximize benefit,
knowledge must be fully integrated into everyone’s
daily work.
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KM BLUEPRINT – OVERVIEW
Internally Focused

Client-Focused

Process-Focused

Relative Complexity

Lower

Medium

Higher

Key Objectives

Improve Legal Services and Work Product

Help Win New Business

Improve Legal Processes

KM Goals

KM Type

Business Drivers

• Client expectations for better, faster, cheaper legal services
• Improved profitability
• Reduced risk

• Increased competition for legal services
• Client expectations for lawyers to be business advisors and legal service providers

• Client expectations for transparency into legal work and allocation of work to lowest cost resources
• Protecting profits in competitive, price-sensitive market

• Help win more work
• Strengthen client relationships
• Integrate with and support marketing and business development initiatives
• Keep lawyers abreast of changes in the business world and changes specifically
affecting their clients
• Help people find colleagues with needed experience

• Continuously improve legal service delivery processes
• Promote adoption of standardized processes

Strategy

• Improve efficiency and quality of legal work
• Push work down to lowest cost qualified resources without increasing risk
• Keep lawyers abreast of changes in the law
• Mentor and train lawyers
• Help people find legal information
• Know-how (templates, models, checklists)
• Current awareness
• Professional development

• Share knowledge with clients
• Know ourselves
• Know our relationships
• Know our client

• Know our processes

Processes

• Knowledge content life cycle management
• After-action reviews
• Legal research
• Legal training and education
• Mentoring and collaboration
• Governance

• Business development content life cycle management
• Competitive intelligence
• Client training and education

• Legal process improvement
• Legal project management
• After-Action Reviews
• Best practice codification and promotion

People

• KM partner/committee
• KM leader/director
• Professional support/KM lawyers
• Librarians

• Marketing and business development personnel
• Business analysts and competitive intelligence researchers

• Business and system analysts
• Legal process analysts
• Legal project managers
• Knowledge architects and engineers

• Client relationship management systems
• Expertise location systems
• Client-facing knowledge delivery systems
• Matter experience databases and systems

• Expert systems/online process support tools
• Expert systems
• Workflow systems
• Project management tools

Technology

• Online know-how systems
• Content management and workflow systems
• Electronic current awareness delivery
• Document automation
• Learning management systems
• Enterprise search
• Closing book/bible repositories
• Online legal research tools
• Taxonomy management tools for knowledge systems

Culture

• Promote knowledge-sharing for benefit of individuals, colleagues
and firm as a whole
• Reward knowledge-sharing behaviors
• Counsel individually when knowledge-hoarding behaviors emerge
• Build support for non-fee-earning knowledge professionals

• Embed client business focus in fee-earner and KM populations
• Create strong alliances between KM and BD organizations
• Leverage KM resources in client training event planning and delivery
• Promote sharing of client relationship information
• Position client as institutional rather than individual asset

• Securing fee-earner acceptance that legal work involves repeatable processes that can be codified and improved
• Building fee-earner acceptance for and trust in automated legal
process tools and procedures
• Fostering adoption of best practices

• Quantity and quality of content in knowledge systems
• Currency of know-how and current awareness
• Fee-earner contribution to and use of knowledge systems
• Qualitative success stories
• Leading and attending training and education events

• Quantity, quality and currency of content in knowledge systems
• Qualitative success stories
• Number of projects jointly staffed by KM and BD departments
• Client usage of client-facing systems and perceptions of value delivered

• Number, quality and usage of legal process automation systems
• Time to complete automated legal processes
• Cost and profitability of knowledge-enabled work

KM Enablers

Scope

Measures
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Successfully Introduce
New Practices and
Technology
Change is difficult. David Maister, professional
service firm strategist, explains it well in Strategy
and the Fat Smoker:
“The problem is that many change efforts are based on the assumption
that all you have to do is explain to people that their lives could be better,
convince them that the goals are worth going for, and show them how to
do it. But this assumption is patently false. If it were true, there would be no
drug addicts, alcoholics or bad marriages in the world.”
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As knowledge managers, many of us have
learned through experience that change is even
more difficult for our firms’ lawyers.
Regardless, knowledge management directors
typically are in the role of shepherding change and
disturbing the status quo. We see a need, identify
how to improve things for knowledge workers (such
as lawyers, law students or an entire firm) and then
work to make those changes happen. The goal is to
improve the firm, make the work more effective and
encourage people to share and collaborate. Whether
we are altering technology, improving processes, or
— most likely — doing both, we must consider the
human aspect of introducing change.

HOW TO CHANGE LAWYERS
Just how resistant are lawyers to change? Dr.
Larry Richard of the management consulting firm
LawyerBrain is an expert in the psychology of
lawyer behavior and advises law firms on coping
with change. In a March 2015 webinar, he explained
that lawyers do not want to be told what to do
and become more stressed during change than
the average person. Lawyers will question why a
change is being made and challenge you to make
them do it.
That negativity, explains Richard, is an
occupational hazard that comes from protecting
clients. In their line of work, lawyers must ask many
questions to determine what has gone wrong, what
could go wrong and who is at fault.

Pointing to the results of several personality
studies he conducted, Richard has demonstrated
that lawyers are different from the general public.
Regarding interpersonal sensitivity, lawyers on
average tend to be lower than the broader population.
They can be excitable or volatile under stress and
thin-skinned, making them more reserved and
emotionally detached. On average, they are neither
resilient nor quick to bounce back from something
that does not work. They also have a tendency to
worry about things that have gone wrong.
According to Richard’s Myers-Briggs study
of over 3,000 lawyers in the U.S., they are more
introverted, intuitive, thinking and judging (INTJ)
than the general population. On the positive side,
their intuitive nature makes them more attracted to
knowledge work than most people. They also place a
high value on quality, including the quality of clients
they work with, the work they take on, colleagues
they work with and craftsmanship. Other personality
tests show that lawyers love learning and are curious
and open-minded. Intellectual challenges attract
them.
Knowing about these common lawyer traits
can help us figure out how to help lawyers adapt to
change. We need to explain why a change is being
considered, and help them conclude that the change
is needed. Involve them in the discussions, and know
that one size will never fit all. Some individual handholding during any change is inevitable.

DON’T DROP IN TECHNOLOGY
Law firms influence one another. When managing
partners hear about successful software in one firm,
they often assume that dropping the same software
into their firm will have the same effect. Microsoft
SharePoint is a good example. Used successfully by
many large law firms, what often goes unnoticed
are the many hours and dollars spent on consulting
and development to implement this software
successfully.
There is no panacea. Significant work goes into
making any successful change. Dropping software
into an organization improves nothing unless
content and processes are also enhanced.

ASSESS NEEDS
Lawyers are in the business of managing risk and
must abide by professional, regulatory and legislative
requirements. Their needs from technology and
procedures can be very specific and must be heeded.
One essential requirement missed in a solution can
throw a whole project off track. It is not unusual for
an IT department’s software launch — with months
of work and substantial money invested — to be
delayed by a year or completely shelved because
the new software is missing a feature needed for a
critical step in law firm work. Imagine everything
going awry during a major IT launch. How difficult
would it be to convince change-averse lawyers to
believe future technology projects will succeed?
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AUDIT KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION
Once a problem or issue is identified, conduct a
knowledge or information audit to dig further into
needs. Choose from several methods, such as:
• Interviewing individuals (particularly effective
with senior lawyers, senior executive, directors
and managers)
• Holding small focus groups with staff, law
students or junior associates
• Distributing a survey judiciously to confirm
findings from other methods
• Shadowing administrative personnel while they
work
• Convening workshops to map out procedures
(existing and then potentially streamlined)
• Completing an inventory of information and
knowledge sources in the firm, including those
on shared drives, departmental databases,
individual computers and paper sources (such as
files and binders)
• Reviewing usage statistics from existing software
tools, if available

Imagine everything going awry during a major IT launch. How
difficult would it be to convince change-averse lawyers to
believe future technology projects will succeed?

Once this data is analyzed, a list of specific
needs (including procedural and technical) can be
created. During this process, additional goals for the
project might be uncovered (e.g., risk factors that
must be minimized).
At this point, knowledge managers can
investigate solutions, either through research or
sending a request for proposal to potential vendors.

PILOT POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Before launching a solution firmwide, pilot potential
solutions with smaller groups, such as a selected
practice area or department.
When Library Services Manager Susan Crysler
first joined law firm Cassels Brock & Blackwell in
2012, she saw that lawyers were inundated with
email and that current awareness updates from
the library and other sources contributed to the
problem. She and others on the KM team listened
to the lawyers’ needs and determined that a current
awareness software service would be the right

solution, but which technology should they choose?
By late 2012, they had narrowed the list down to five
packages. From there, they decided which one best
suited their needs.
Similarly, in 2007, KM specialist Heather Colman
(then with employment law firm Hicks Morley LLP)
suggested to her firm that a wiki might make the
best platform for replacing the firm’s dated HTMLbased intranet, which was little used and did nothing
to help reduce information overload. According
to Colman's 2009 LLRX.com articles on the topic,
to prove the concept, the firm piloted the free
DominoWiki software, based on IBM’s Lotus Notes,
which the firm was using at the time. A scaled-down
version of a wiki-based intranet was piloted with
the firm’s litigation practice group and law students.
With the concept proven, a more refined list of
requirements for the wiki platform was crafted, and
the firm set out to select the final software. As noted
in Gerry Blackwell’s article, “Wiki Me This,” that
appeared in the May 2008 Canadian Lawyer, a six-
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week pilot was run with the selected technology, and
Hicks Morley launched its intranet in a fraction of
the time (four months) and at a fraction of the cost.
If these firms had not performed a needs
analysis and gathered requirements at the start,
they might have easily settled on the first package
they encountered. The additional step of piloting
potential solutions gave them the needed assurance
that they had chosen the right solution and ensured
a higher level of success.

SUCCEED WITH CHANGE
In June 2013, multi-office law firm Stewart McKelvey
moved to WestlawNext as its sole commercial
subscription source for online legal research, even
though nearly all its competitors traditionally
subscribed to both Westlaw and LexisNexis
Quicklaw. Now, however, some firms are saving
a great deal of money by using only one of these
products, and Stewart McKelvey was one of the first
to lead the way.
Here are the key steps in making change a
success, including some employed by Stewart
McKelvey:
Communicate: In the Stewart McKelvey case,
one of the firm’s knowledge managers, Cyndi
Murphy, explains that communication with firm
members started as soon as the KM team began
considering switching to a sole source. The project
team told those using the two research systems that
one system might be removed and invited heavy

researchers to provide their input through a user
survey. They also provided a contact name for people
to ask questions and express concerns.
Next, the decision to go with Westlaw was
immediately communicated to the firm, with reasons
supporting the selection. These communications
were tailored to the various groups; partners
received the financial breakdown and potential
savings resulting from the decision. Murphy noted
that all email communications were also crafted to
ensure that people would read them:
• Important information was in the first two to
three lines
• Content was visually appealing and logically
arranged
• Lots of white space was included
At Cassels Brock, hard copy postcards describing
the new Linex product were delivered to all lawyers.
With an eye-catching design and only the essential
details, the postcards stood out from all other paper
and electronic communications the lawyers received.
The postcards were supplemented with a few short
email messages containing quick information,
further demonstrating sensitivity to the email
overload problem lawyers were having.
Listen to Users: Listening closely to and
addressing concerns is paramount, especially when

considering changes that will have a direct impact
on the lawyers. Stewart McKelvey’s labor lawyers
were particularly concerned about the move to
a sole source because they had relied heavily
on the subscription that would be eliminated.
Alternative sources were discussed and a tailored
communications plan put in place. As part of that
plan, two account representatives from the selected
vendor visited with lawyers at their retreat to talk
about where relevant content could be located in
the vendor’s product after the move to a sole source.
Building into the rollout plan special attention for
groups or even a few individuals hit hard by the
change can make the difference between success
and failure.
Find Champions: Successful projects are often
accomplished with the help of a senior partner or
two who believe in the project, have influence in
the firm and promote the project and its benefits
to peers and others in the firm. These champions
should be individuals likely to be present at upperlevel meetings where the KM team might not be
present to speak on behalf of the project.
The emergence of champions should never be left
to chance. Instead, good champions must be sought
out and groomed. Once you have secured their support
and commitment, keep them abreast of developments
in the pilot and final project. Give them extra technical
support throughout so they can become the peer go-to
person for new technology and procedures. Champions
could be called upon to demonstrate the new product
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and troubleshoot with colleagues along the way. It
is your job to help your champions become the best
spokespersons for the change.
Train Well: Even though researchers at Stewart
McKelvey were already familiar with Westlaw, it was
important to ensure they would use it to its fullest
potential after making it the sole source for online
research. With an updated contract, the firm added
a few products it had not previously subscribed
to, understanding that some gaps must be filled.
Refresher and new product training became another
key to a smooth transition.
While offering training is important, needs vary
by firm and practice group or department. If a new
system is fairly easy to use, lawyers might not spend
potential billable time in a training room and could
benefit more from someone dropping by for five
minutes to get them started. In some cases, a quick
video to consume when needed or a few pointers
from a junior who has already mastered the new tool
might be best.
Calling sessions “training” is not always the
best way to entice people in a law firm. Test out
alternatives like “professional development” or
“skills development,” and see which draws larger
crowds in your firm.

continuous feedback loop to everyone undergoing
the change. Stewart McKelvey provided contacts
for those with questions and concerns throughout
the process and had vendor representatives meet
directly with users voicing the greatest concerns.
Consider a range of feedback channels,
including:
• Select a group of “super” users to train in-depth
in advance to help respond to questions and
gather feedback and stories throughout the
rollout period
• Designate a person from the training or
implementation team to walk the halls or
call each user during the rollout period, help

troubleshoot individual concerns and gather
questions and other feedback
• Create an email address for the rollout
• Add a form on the firm’s intranet or a cloudbased tool (for instance, Google Form)

DETERMINE SUCCESS
To best determine whether you have successfully
managed change, you need to look back at the
project’s objectives. In Stewart McKelvey’s case,
the goal was straightforward: The firm wanted to
save money. According to Murphy, “The anticipated
savings over five years was over one million dollars.”

It is your job to help your champions become the best
spokespersons for the change.

CREATE A FEEDBACK LOOP
Even with excellent communication and training, the
nature of change invites some chaos. You can plan
for and mitigate the inevitable chaos by providing a
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MEASURE SUCCESS

SHARE FEEDBACK

As the example above illustrates, finding something
to measure before making a change is useful for
determining, and then comparing, before-and-after
progress. Money saved is an easy metric, but what if
the goal is something not easily quantified?
Something as simple as a customer service
satisfaction questionnaire can help demonstrate
whether the change resulted in improvement. The
sample questionnaire below might have been used
before and a few months after the new sole source
contract was put into place.

Looking at all feedback — whether good or bad — is important. We often focus on the negative, so take time
to gather the positive, anecdotal evidence. People having a positive “aha!” moment, where they uncover
something particularly helpful, can far outweigh a few glitches. When you need to justify further funding,
developments or other projects, having positive evidence on hand will be extremely helpful.
Share ongoing progress of a project with everyone. A regular project update in the firm newsletter
or ongoing posts on an internal blog can let everyone know that their concerns are being addressed, the
implementation team is active and all the work being done has been worthwhile.

Sample Customer Service Satisfaction Questionnaire for Internal Clients

Did you find the information
you were looking for using our
subscription research system(s)?
Yes, fairly quickly
Yes, after some searching
Yes, but not on these services
No, I did not find what I was
looking for
❑ Other. Please explain:
❑
❑
❑
❑

Approximately how much time
did you spend searching on our
subscription research service(s)
during your last research project
(including searching, reviewing
results, and pulling up selected
documents)?
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

What is your current satisfaction
level with our subscription
research service(s)?
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Less than one hour
One to three hours
Three to four hours
Four to six hours
Six to ten hours
More than 10 hours

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

Please share your comments
about the previous questions,
the subscription research service
or the change to a sole source
service:
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The Choice to
Innovate Is Yours
In this highly competitive legal market, doing
things your competition is not can set you apart
and win you business.
You would think law firms would be all over this. And yet, most of
us are racing to copy what someone else has just done instead of inventing
something new.

IS LPM INNOVATIVE?
Last April, I attended a seminar at the Carlson School of Management on
“Creating a Culture of Innovation.” Presenter Mary Benner spoke about four
types of innovation:
1. Incremental 2. Radical 3. Current customer set 4. New customer sets
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INCREMENTAL

RADICAL

She placed the four on a two-by-two matrix:

CURRENT CUSTOMER SETS

NEW CUSTOMER SETS

Viewed this way, incremental innovation
focused on existing customers sits closest to
the origin and is the easiest to do. Incremental
innovation geared to new customer sets and radical
innovation to existing customers are more difficult,
while radical innovation for new customer sets is
most difficult.
Innovation focused on increasing internal
efficiency did not even make it onto Benner’s matrix.
A professor to MBA students, Benner considered
that kind of activity to be so basic and integral to
business that it does not register as innovation; in
fact, she believes it keeps people from innovating.
With so much activity in the legal profession focused

on process improvement and efficiency, I asked
myself whether we are fooling ourselves by thinking
of things like legal project management (LPM) as
innovative.
Merriam-Webster defines innovation as “a
new idea, device or method.” Does merely doing
something new to the firm fall within the scope
of that definition? Would rolling out LPM today be
considered innovative? I would argue not, because
LPM is no longer new. The first law firm that applied
project management to legal work was innovating,
but all those that followed were just copying.
When most of us think of innovative
companies, Apple, Google and Tesla spring to
mind. We would never consider their internal
efficiencies and process improvements to be
innovation. We see those as an expected part of
running their business. Innovation is witnessed
only when we see companies creating something
new for their customers or selling to a whole new
group of former non-customers. Although we in
legal have been doing much that is new to our
very traditional profession, most of us are not truly
innovating. We are instead keeping up with the
competition, as aptly expressed by a recent tweet
by @jamesondempsey: “A lot of ‘legal innovation’
appears to be about teaching attys basic project
mgmt. skills. Should just call it legal catchup.”
LPM and process improvement have been
popular topics the past few years, but both are
internal efficiency initiatives aimed at maintaining

or increasing profitability. They became trends in
our industry when firms started offering alternative
fee arrangements in response to client demand
for cost control and predictability. This necessary
step in the right direction might have opened the
door for innovation in our profession, but it is
not innovation. Firms that move beyond LPM and
process improvement to create and offer entirely
new services or business models will mature into
innovative firms and take their rightful place ahead
of the competition. True innovation is out there
today, but only in a few law firms.

WHY IS INNOVATION SO DIFFICULT?
Innovative companies share common characteristics,
many of which are diametrically opposed to
characteristics common to lawyers and law
firms. Most law firms do not have research and
development departments tasked with creating and
testing new ideas. Here are some other difficulties:
A Risk-Averse Environment: The most
innovative organizations are known for taking
risks. They attempt things no one else has tried.
To do this, organizations must be willing to fail,
at least sometimes. They must also be willing to
dust themselves off and move on to the next idea.
However, lawyers are — by nature and training
— risk-averse. A good portion of a lawyer’s job
is minimizing risk for clients. Is it any wonder
lawyers have a hard time venturing into the
unknown and untested?
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A conference speaker once observed that the
first thing a managing partner is bound to ask when
confronted with a new idea is, “Who else is doing
it?” This mentality is ingrained in lawyers trained to
look for precedents (what happened the last time
someone said or did the same thing). Lawyers and
their firms do not want to be “the first.”
To innovate more, we will have to stomach a
little risk, one bite at a time. Innovative companies
do this by creating environments where it is okay to
fail without hurting your reputation.
A Focus on Profitability: Innovative
organizations focus on solving customers’ problems.
The really good ones go further by inventing things
that customers do not know they want or need until
they see it. Law firms are excellent at solving clients’
known legal problems, but many fail to look further.
Lawyers often are too busy practicing and keeping
on top of the law to reflect on the bigger problems
their clients might face in dealing with the law
firms. Those who see beyond the legal work at hand
typically focus on making the work more profitable.
Do not get me wrong, being profitable is
important and necessary to staying in business. But
maintaining profitability does not help your clients
or encourage them to stick with your services. A
shift to thinking innovatively would mean coming
up with a new product line or service your clients
— and other firms’ clients — will want to buy. To
innovate, we need to consider our clients’ point of
view. Clients are practically begging law firms for

new service delivery methods. They want greater
value, transparency and predictability. Why, then, are
firms not stepping up and delivering?
Part of the reason is the maturity of the legal
profession; we have been doing business the same
way for many decades. Mature organizations typically
focus on growing profitability and maintaining margins.
According to the Harvard Business Review article, “Why
Big Companies Can’t Innovate,” profitability is how
mature organizations measure success. By contrast,
startup organizations measure success by how well
they can identify a problem worth solving in the market
and match a solution to it.
Law firms could learn much from thinking like
startups. A startup company would go out to where
their clients are and watch and listen long and hard.
Lawyers must listen more closely to their clients, not
to just their legal issues but to broader concerns. This
will help lawyers identify what clients find frustrating
about the way their firm operates and services they
wish their firm could provide. Read industry news,
especially corporate counsel surveys, to gain insight
into what really matters to clients. Then think about
what your firm could do to address their issues.
A Lack of Investment: Innovators like Apple,
Google and 3M invest time, money and other
resources in innovation because they understand
that without investment, little innovation happens.
3M pioneered the idea of allowing employees
to spend 20 percent of their time on projects
they choose for themselves. Google deployed

a similar concept with its Google Labs. Most, if
not all, technology companies have research and
development departments whose sole purpose is
to investigate and test ideas that might one day be
used in products and sold to customers. All of this
costs money, but the investment is made because it
is known to pay off in the long run.
For law firms to become more innovative, we
too need to invest in innovation. Innovation will
not happen in people’s spare time, especially in law
firms where spare time is rare. It will not happen
while we expect our lawyers to bill 2,100 hours or
without a dedicated innovation budget. A recent
poll by the Minnesota Association of Law Libraries
revealed that lack of funding and time are the top
two barriers to innovation in law firms. A whopping
63 percent of respondents cited lack of funding as
the primary reason their firms are not innovating; 38
percent cited lack of time. It’s time for law firms to
put a substantial investment into innovation.
The Law Firm Structure: Financial investment
is difficult for law firms because their organizational
structure is ill-suited for putting money back into
the firm for the future. At the end of each fiscal year,
profits are distributed among the partners. Planning
tends to be annual, with little midterm (and even less
long-term) planning. The coming year’s plan might
be solid, but the five-year plan is fuzzy (if one exists).
Little is put aside for the future. Annual planning leads
to short-term, reactive thinking. Innovation involves
proactive, long-term thinking and time.
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Siloed Workspaces: The workspace setup of
most law firms also inhibits innovation. Practice
groups usually are clustered together, fostering
silos. People have little opportunity to interact
with others from disparate areas to cross-pollinate
ideas. Innovative companies design their physical
space to increase opportunities for unexpected
and interesting conversations. When people with
different backgrounds, interests and knowledge
discuss their daily challenges and stumble upon
something new, innovation happens. When one
group tries another group’s way of thinking or
doing something, innovation occurs. Operational
departments are getting better at this already, but
most attorneys still stick to the lawyer/non-lawyer
divide. That barrier needs to be broken to generate
creative solutions to clients’ problems.
The Wrong Incentives: The primary incentive
in most law firms remains the billable hour. Every
timekeeper has a billable hour target, pushing nonbillable work to the back burner, absent pressure
from above. Most compensation and bonus
structures are tied to billable hours.
Companies that value innovation reward people
for taking chances and trying new things. In a
technology company like 3M, scientists are rewarded
for filing invention disclosure statements. A portion
of their time is devoted to work on projects they
choose, allowing them to follow hunches and
explore ideas. Once per quarter, the software
company Atlassian lets employees work on anything

related to Atlassian’s business for 24 hours as part of
their ShipIt program. These kinds of programs give
people permission to experiment and fail without
fear. As long as law firms maintain strict billable hour
targets, innovation will suffer.

WHAT ARE INNOVATIVE FIRMS DOING?
Despite the obstacles, some firms have found ways
to innovate.
Employment and labor law firm Littler
Mendelson has developed several innovative
client-facing products in recent years. For example,
the Littler CaseSmart case management solution
combines a Littler-developed proprietary technology
platform with rigorous quality assurance measures
that control how the firm structures and deploys
client service teams to achieve optimal results cost
effectively. The sophisticated technology platform
enhances efficiency and gives clients a real-time
view of key data and critical metrics.
Fish & Richardson, an intellectual property firm,
launched FISHstep to enable startup companies
to protect their intellectual property early in their
formation — often before the first round of seed
funding — without diverting cash from the core
business. Interested startups complete an online
application that is reviewed by a panel of startup
experts, including angel investors, founders,
business leaders and intellectual property attorneys.
Companies selected for the program engage Fish
to prepare and file a patent application with billing

deferred until the company is funded, in exchange
for one percent of the startup company’s equity.
Allen & Overy, as noted in an April 2015 article
in The Lawyer, has launched an experimental
group that will focus on developing technologyrelated opportunities in new areas, such as artificial
intelligence. They intend to respond to rapid
technological changes within the legal market.
Dentons has launched NextLaw Labs, a wholly owned
subsidiary focused on developing technologies to
allow attorneys to deliver services to their clients
better, cheaper and faster. According to a May 2015
article in The American Lawyer, NextLaw will not only
develop internally and sell to its own clients, it will
also co-develop products with outside companies and
eventually sell some services to other law firms.
Alternative law firm models, such as Cognition
LLP, are challenging the status quo. Founded on the
principle that most startups and small companies
cannot afford typical law firm rates, Cognition
charges lower rates by keeping its overhead very
low and using cloud-based technology liberally,
as explained by co-founder Joe Milstone in the
February 2015 Lexpert magazine.
In the United Kingdom and Australia, alternative
business structures formed with venture capital
funding and technology partners are changing the
entire business model for providing legal services.
For example, Riverview Law offers clients budget
certainty through fixed-price, long-term service
contracts. They target the 60-70 percent of legal
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work large organizations do every day, freeing in-house counsel to do high-value
work. As tweeted by @LawScribbler, “In each profession, there’s a subset that
understand the transformative power of new tech & get on board early.”

A MATRIX FOR INNOVATION IN LEGAL

When people with different backgrounds,
interests and knowledge discuss their daily
challenges and stumble upon something new,
innovation happens.

After examining the challenges experienced in legal and reviewing what innovators
in our profession are doing, I created an adapted version of Mary Benner’s
innovation matrix that notes products or services that might fall into each area.
Internal innovation did not appear on Benner’s matrix, but it has a place in
our business. It is a precursor to more evolved innovation. For example, internal
KM efforts can eventually evolve into client-facing KM. And, as Littler’s CaseSmart
demonstrates, client-facing KM can be combined with other innovative products
and services to create a whole new service to attract new clients.

WHERE WILL INNOVATION BLOOM?

RADICAL

New, never before
done internal product
or service (e.g., a new
KM tool)

Novel, client-facing
product or service

Novel product or
service to attract new
client sets

INCREMENTAL

Innovation Matrix: With Potential Products or Services

Internal improvement
to existing product or
service (e.g., process
improvements)

Client-facing
improvement for
existing clients

Improvement that
attracts new client sets

INTERNAL GROUPS

CURRENT CLIENTS

NEW CLIENT SETS

Given law firm culture and the uphill battle to change that culture to foster
innovation, much legal innovation will happen first outside the walls of big law
firms. Legal technology vendors, alternative business structures, technology
startups and smaller firms stand a better chance than large law firms because
the cultural barrier is not as great and there are fewer partners to convince. Law
firm leaders must decide if they want a seat at the innovation table.
Ample opportunity exists in the legal market for those who want to innovate.
As recently as May 2015, ABA President William Hubbard hosted a National
Summit on Innovation in Legal Services. At this invitation-only event at Stanford
Law School, Hubbard observed, “If lawyers don’t embrace innovation and
technology, they face obsolescence.” Similarly, Scott Reid, Director of Knowledge
Management Innovation at Littler Mendelson, summed up innovation well: “You
can either do it, or you can have it done to you.” The choice is yours.
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Surviving Disruption:
KM’s Role in the
Future Law Firm
“Prediction is very difficult, especially if it’s about the
future.”
— Niels Bohr
Predicting the future is fraught with problems. Many who try, fail.
Nevertheless, at any point in time, what we see emerging on the periphery of an
industry are often the seeds of the future. Law is no different.
Powerful technological, economic, regulatory and social forces present
unprecedented challenges and opportunities for law firms. Tom Clay, a principal
at legal consulting firm Altman Weil, Inc., observed in a May 13, 2015 article
in Legal Tech News: “The recession disrupted the legal market status quo in a
number of ways that some firms are managing better than others. It is a buyer’s
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market, there are new kinds of competitors, smart
technology is taking off and law firms have to
reinvent themselves in a leaner, more agile and more
responsive model.”

WINDS OF CHANGE
There are current developments and forces causing
change in the legal profession:
Increased Competition: Lawyers no longer
have a monopoly on the provision of legal advice.
Accountants, financial planners, human resource
consultants and other professionals offer guidance
and advice to clients about rights and entitlements,
and lawyers are increasingly focused on solving
business problems. Thomson Reuters CEO Jim
Smith recently commented in the Globe and Mail
that, “Increasingly, the needs of our customers
transcend industries. Lawyers need access to
financial information, tax professionals need
legal precedents, media need access to data, and
traders act on news, legal verdicts and even social
media sentiment.” Global competition has also
emerged from offshore law firms and legal process
outsourcers (LPOs), especially from jurisdictions
that share the same foundation of law (for instance,
English Common Law).

(for example, Swiss vereins) continues as firms try
to match their clients’ footprint through a direct
presence, replacing longer-term associations and
referral arrangements.
Compared to other professional service
firms, law firms have come to embrace this model
relatively recently; accounting and management
consulting firms have had an integrated
international presence for many decades. Although
law firms first embarked on globalization within the
last 20 years, the pace has accelerated markedly. In
addition, the mix of law firms in the North American
landscape has changed. Some firms that were once
viewed as leaders have disappeared. Most notably,
the demise of Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP in 2012 was a
major moment for the legal industry. Similarly, the
partners’ decision to dissolve solvent Canadian law

firm Heenan Blaikie LLP in 2014 underscored the
vulnerability of midsize national law firms. Yet, these
closures left barely a hole in the industry as lawyers
and clients had other options.
Emergence of New Business Models: New
business models — including alternative business
structures that permit non-lawyer investment and
ownership, and multidisciplinary practices that
combine legal with other professional services — are
emerging internationally. EY Legal, the legal services
arm of global accounting giant Ernst & Young,
continues to expand; as noted in The Am Law Daily,
this summer it will launch a financial regulatory
practice in its London office that will be staffed by
12 lawyers, including two partners from Baker &
McKenzie and Weil, Gotshal & Manges.

Conduit’s clients pay a fixed price and can adjust the firm’s
invoices to reflect their opinion of value received.

Industry Consolidation: The big are getting bigger
and more global. The creation of global law firms
through mergers and other business structures
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While we have not yet witnessed major
disruptive startups in the law firm space, the
legal profession is watching entrants like global
firm Axiom Law and Canadian firm Cognition LLP,
which offer value-based billing and flexible staffing
solutions. Toronto-based Conduit Law, which
launched in 2012 (with Axiom Law as its model),
aims to do middle-tier work more efficiently with
its lawyers working as part-time, in-house counsel
with clients, which allows them to learn the client’s
business from the inside. Conduit’s clients pay a
fixed price and can adjust the firm’s invoices to
reflect their opinion of value received. With only
13 lawyers, Conduit was shortlisted in the Financial
Times North America’s Innovative Firms awards.
An early resolution services sector is also
emerging to provide accessible justice services
to individual clients for resolving common legal
problems before they need courts or tribunals. Still,
established models persist, and the leading firms
remain steeped in tradition.
Changing Client Demands: Corporate counsel are
taking more control over the legal process from end
to end, retaining alternative legal service providers
as part of the mix. While the long-forecasted death
of the billable hour has yet to fully materialize,
large law firms are buckling to increased pressure
for lower fees, with most now providing discounts,
fixed fees, value-based billing and other alternative
arrangements for some projects. Firms that have

abandoned the hourly billing paradigm entirely for
value-based billing are on the periphery for the time
being. Client service demands increasingly parallel
market trends, and large corporations assess their
law firms not only compared to other law firms, but
also to other professional services and suppliers.
According to the recently published Canadian Bar
Association report Futures: Transforming the Delivery
of Legal Services in Canada, clients are asking for:
• Lower costs and cost certainty (value and
predictability)
• Clearer information about the process and the
use of familiar technology and processes (clarity,
transparency and familiarity)

Advances in Technology and Computer Learning
Systems: Tomorrow’s technology is on the horizon,
and developments in computer learning technologies
already are entering the legal space. In the early
stages of commercialization, the legal research
tool ROSS is built on IBM’s cognitive computer
Watson. Apple and Google are also pursuing legal
technologies. Tom Clay predicts that, “Within a year,
somebody will have purchased Watson in an Am
Law firm. … It is going to have a huge impact on
the profession.” Anticipating the cost to law firms
to fall precipitously in the coming years, Clay sees
Watson as becoming particularly useful in document
management, litigation and e-discovery.

• Results (competence and experience)
• Involvement (participation in the process)
• Respect (a mutual partnership rather than an
authoritarian approach)
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FUTURE SPACES
What will law firms look like in the future, and
how will they operate? Changing workplace
demographics will continue to affect law firms
profoundly. As the baby boomer generation exits
the workforce, law firm leadership will shift to a
more diverse group in terms of gender, ethnicity
and educational backgrounds, with non-lawyer
professional managers becoming the norm. As Gen
Y and millennials progress through the ranks to
partnership, firms must yield to greater demand for
flexible work arrangements to meet these diverse
partners’ needs. Law firms will come to embrace
work-life balance as essential for maintaining a
healthy workplace and recruiting and retaining top
talent.
Firms will also adopt different physical
workspaces, following the corporate trend of
moving to newer, smarter and more connected
offices to reduce costs with a smaller footprint. The
desirability of office real estate will be determined
by its connectivity (e.g., a building equipped with
fiber-optic cable running from top to bottom to allow
future technology to be plugged in and used without
the need for an overhaul of the building’s systems.
As 24/7 connectivity reduces the demand for
physical presence, lawyers will spend less time
working in the office. Firms are examining new
physical layouts with hoteling options, where
lawyers work from home and come into the office
on selected days only. The tradition “one lawyer per

office” setup will disappear as firms finally follow
the lead of professional service organizations and
management consultancies that have used more
flexible models for the last 20 years.
Firms also must examine where their people
need to be to perform their function. While some
individuals need to be clustered, others do not.
There will always be a need to be close to the client,
so firms will likely continue to maintain offices in
downtown business centers, but other parts of
the team might be located in more cost-effective
locations.
This also aligns with the trend toward using
offshore resources. Professional service firms such as
IBM and Accenture have located resources in lowercost jurisdictions, and some law firms have created
their own captive offshore teams (for instance, one
firm hired a knowledge management person in the
Philippines, as noted in the article “The Emergence
of Legal Outsourcing and Its Growth in India”).

MORE MERGERS
Law firms competing in the top end of the market
must focus their efforts on achieving efficiency
and economies of scale in response to increased
competition and client demand for certainty and
transparency in pricing. To date, law firm mergers
have been driven primarily by a desire to amass a
greater wealth of legal expertise in more locations to
better serve clients and win a greater share of their
legal spend. Economies of scale will become a second

compelling driver for law firm mergers in the future.
Potential benefits include:
• Reduced operating costs
• Lower fixed support costs relative to revenue
generated
• Smaller capital outlay required per partner for
future investment and development of new
practice areas
Strategic sourcing will drive further
consolidation as panels shrink in size, creating the
need to offer clients significant and wide-ranging
capabilities at home and abroad.
Law firms that adapt to their clients’ commercial
and legal drivers by engaging the right resource
for the right matter will continue to succeed.
As in-house legal departments become more
sophisticated, law firms that invest in the best
technology and creatively seize opportunities to
monetize their knowledge, processes and knowhow to customize solutions that positively affect
their clients’ bottom lines will prosper. Knowledge
management will be essential to keeping law firms
in the game.

HOW WILL LAW SCHOOLS ADAPT?
Law schools will integrate the use of legal
technology applications into the curriculum more
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and more to prepare lawyers for the future. Students
will learn how to conduct due diligence using
data mining tools, conduct legal research using
cognitive computing software and draft contracts
using document assembly software. Students will
also have access to myriad skills-oriented courses,
including legal technology design, innovation and
entrepreneurship. Canada’s Osgoode Hall Law School
recently launched a course where students use
basic application design and project management
methodology to develop their own legal applications.
Ryerson University is the home of Canada’s first
legal incubator, the Ryerson Legal Innovation Zone,
created to foster the development of innovative
solutions to make Canada’s legal system and services
smarter, faster and better.
Law schools will also expand their crossdisciplinary studies to allow students to obtain
accreditation in other fields, recognizing many
graduates will pursue alternative legal careers
requiring more specialized skills and technical
expertise. As the legal profession continues to
experience the impact of disruptive innovation,
technological advancement and intensified
competition, more law school graduates will
gravitate to opportunities outside of law firms and
legal practice.

managers are best suited to identify the skills
and competencies required for legal data
analysis, data modeling, legal process analysis,
legal project management, process mapping,
information governance, network analysis and
change management. Working closely with law firm
management and HR, knowledge managers will
provide invaluable input on everything from staffing
to procurement and succession planning.
KM professionals should start defining their
future role as strategic leaders of innovation,
spotting trends and equipping their firms with the
knowledge and skills to compete and succeed in
the emerging future state. Staying abreast of novel
business models and their impact on law firm work
processes and profitability will be an essential part

of that role.
KM must position itself on the front line in
adopting disruptive new technologies, the most
critical being artificial intelligence. It will be KM’s
responsibility to work closely with IT and their firms’
CIOs to embrace and implement these new tools as
quickly as they arrive on the scene.
Knowledge management will play an
increasingly important role in creating and updating
global expertise networks across offices worldwide
to foster greater collaboration, especially on complex
multijurisdictional matters.

Law firm leadership will shift to a more diverse
group in terms of gender, ethnicity and educational
backgrounds, with non-lawyer professional managers
becoming the norm.

IMPLICATIONS FOR KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
All of this change and upheaval present big
opportunities for KM professionals. Knowledge
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KM As the Client
Relationship
Team of the Future
I am puzzled by law firms using knowledge
management teams and other non-billing
professionals to support only their own
lawyers.
Firms do not realize how underutilized some of their key people
and intellectual capital are under this model. Law firms that want to
innovate need to tear apart this structure. Truly innovative firms will stop
situating KM as a cost center and move it to the central core of the client
experience.
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ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
I recently attended a panel discussion where a firm’s
partners asked how their firm could get more work
from us. This makes sense, since lawyers are the
primary revenue drivers in a firm: they provide legal
advice, do legal work and get paid for that work.
However, focusing solely on generating more work is
a narrow and not particularly innovative approach to
developing the client relationship.
Fortunately, another partner at the session
asked what else they can do for us. This partner
recognized that clients are looking for creative
services that deliver greater value. She realized firms
can do much more and wanted to hear directly from
clients what we might value most.
Here is precisely where firms can seize a
tremendous opportunity: by bringing KM in to lead
non-billing professionals within the firm to provide
services to clients. While some firms have already
offered their KM resources directly to clients, most
have not yet discovered how to market or even
bill their clients for KM and other non-traditional
services. For firms that figure this out, KM could
become a new revenue stream.

their firms and vested in the firm’s culture, philosophy, success and strategy. Firms should creatively utilize
these people and their specialized skills with clients so billing lawyers have more opportunities to focus on
where they add the most value.
To get there, firms must stop positioning KM teams as back-office overhead. Pull these people out of their
silos and disperse them overtly among the lawyers, clients and each other. Cross-functional client relationship
teams should be designed to lead all aspects of the client relationship. These teams should be let loose to
determine how the firm can best help clients in any way possible.

The client relationship team of the future might look like this:

Professional
Development
Marketing
and Business
Development

Risk
Management

THE PROPOSITION

Finance

KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

Information
Technology

KM and other non-billing professionals within law
firms are talented, dedicated and highly skilled in
a range of disciplines, including process design,
technology training, project management and
research. These individuals also are embedded in

Human
Resources

Client
Relationship
Manager
Information
Resources
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One might wonder why I suggest that KM — rather
than, say, marketing or professional development —
lead this team. All departments have skilled people
interested in advancing the firm’s relationships with its
clients. Yet, KM is best-suited to lead for two reasons:
Most KM professionals are former practicing
lawyers who can speak about the law and legal
practice from experience, meaning new mandates
could get started even during the pricing, intake
and planning phases
KM would effectively manage the knowledge
resources used and generated by this team
One might also ask why the client relationship
manager would not be the better choice to lead a
cross-functional client relationship team. The client
relationship manager is a revenue-generating,
practicing lawyer who needs to focus on giving legal
advice and producing legal work product. Lawyers
rarely come bundled with a package of crossfunctional client relationship skills, such as pricing,
developing business referrals, planning or managing
risk. A senior practicing lawyer should be a member
of this core team, but that lawyer’s role would be to
point out legal issues that might require attention
pre-engagement. KM is in the best position to manage
the full-service client relationship team, applying both
legal knowledge and other firm resources as needed
to add value consistently.

Law firms could offer these KM dream teams
to their clients in one of two ways: The teams
could be the conduit for legal work from the
client, or the team could serve as the conduit for
the client’s internal efficiency.

LEGAL WORK FROM THE CLIENT
In this model, all lawyers except the client
relationship manager keep to their offices until
legal work on a new engagement is ready to
begin. Until then, the KM-led team handles
initial intake calls and meetings, developing a
smooth relationship to hand off to the practicing
lawyers when ready. Before any time is put
toward legal work, KM marshals the crossappointed team to:
• Generate two to three (or more!) innovative
pricing models for the client to choose from
• Review the conflict report and resolve
conflicts as needed
• Develop a project charter, budget and plan
• Design a staffing model of partners,
associates and law clerks from appropriate
practice groups (including a RACI chart)
• Conduct business and competitive
intelligence for the client

• Identify issues missing from the client’s view of
the engagement, such as emerging regulatory
issues
• Create a client risk tolerance model for the
engagement (e.g., whether the client requires 99
percent certainty from the legal advice, or will 75
percent do?)
• Draft and obtain an executed engagement letter
• Gather templates and models and, in some cases,
write first drafts of basic documents
• Create a digital workspace, extranet or wiki for
collaboration
• Map out a workflow to manage after-action
reviews, ongoing professional development
opportunities, lessons learned and similar services
How much time is wasted when lawyers
execute any of the tasks above (or worse, ignore
them) rather than focus on legal work? Practicing
lawyers doing non-lawyer work is not what clients
are looking for when they ask their law firms for
value-added services. When practicing lawyers work,
they should be completing legal work on the matter.
Additional work that creates a deeper and richer
client relationship should be led, managed and
performed by others in the firm.
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However, make no mistake; this non-legal work
is valuable, and many clients will pay for it. Firms
might wish to consider charging a flat or sliding fee
for a bundle of services.

IN-HOUSE OR CORPORATE EFFICIENCY
Under the second model, cross-functional teams
would primarily support their clients’ in-house
legal departments or help clients without legal
departments find efficiencies. Again, recognizing
that a law firm’s lawyers are good at analyzing and
resolving legal matters, the firm in this model seizes
the opportunity to showcase — and possibly sell —
the services of its many other talented professionals.
To illustrate, consider this: Do your lawyers
know when annual planning starts for all your key
clients? You are missing an excellent opportunity
if you are not at the table with them at that critical
time of year to help project legal spending and
conduct an emerging legal needs analysis. A law
firm’s KM team can draw out a client planning matrix
in a few minutes and guide proactive legal planning
in partnership with the firm’s lawyers and the client.
Someone from the firm’s finance team should be
at the table too, providing support on budgeting
and other financial planning. In addition, the firm’s
professional development team could invite the
client to sessions of particular relevance or create a
calendar of programs tailored for the client.
The firm’s practicing lawyers could likely sort
this all out, but most practicing lawyers do not have

the time to devote to allocating different teams to
help with this annual planning. But would clients
even want their law firms’ practitioners to try? Each
practicing lawyer would likely lead these teams in a
dozen different ways. Conversely, KM could create
a methodology and process for doing this work
efficiently and making every team member’s job
easier to perform well every time.
We can take this concept further. Suppose a law
firm’s clients — whether they have an in-house legal
department or not — need help creating templates
or model documents. KM lawyers know a great deal
about available suitable technologies and could
draft these documents with or for the firm’s clients.
Many clients do not have the internal resources to
do this work themselves. Offering the firm’s clients
the services of a seasoned KM team would, at a
minimum, build good will and might lead to a new
source of revenue.
Imagine starting with a free pilot to impress
clients with the KM team’s quick creation of sleek,
customer-centric model documents and providing
more drafting and updating services as an ongoing
value-added or paid service. The KM team could
then expand the offering by introducing the firm’s
professional development team to create a CLE
plan for in-house lawyers or the business lines and
the firm’s law librarians to deliver research, current
awareness and business intelligence. With smaller
client companies that do not have their own training
staff, the law firm’s technology trainers might be

added to the mix to help onboard and train new
hires on the Office suite or legal technology (a
perennial request).
Law firms should send their KM-led teams out
to the clients, prepared to sit down and demonstrate
how, with a little help, the client might do things a
whole lot better.

WOULD IT REALLY WORK?
Is this idea far-fetched? Would law firm executive
management committees find thousands of
reasons to not try it? Probably. Firm management
might respond, “Our lawyers would hate that.”
Indeed, lawyers might resist, but a brave executive
committee will see the logic and try a pilot with
a few receptive clients. One big success should
be enough to get lawyers rethinking their stance.
Management might also claim, “Our clients would
never go for it.” How do they know? Clients
continually seek innovation from their firms, and this
new relationship model fits the bill. Firms have little
to lose and potentially a great deal to gain by trying.
And many firms would say, “No one has done it
before.” Well, (sigh) that is the point! Take a risk, and
be the first to innovate.
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Seven Ways To
Improve Your
Enterprise Search
Every year, the number of electronic
documents created by organizations and their
employees increases.
The text documents, spreadsheets, emails, pictures,
presentations and more flying around your organization are a wealth
of data and can be one of your greatest strengths or potentially your
greatest downfall. According to a 2013 European Commission JRC report,
80 percent of enterprise content is unstructured, which often makes
it difficult to locate the right content. In fact, Findwise’s Enterprise
Search and Findability Survey 2013 determined that over 64 percent of
employees think it is difficult to find the right information internally. If
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your employees cannot find the information they
are looking for, you lose time and money. So why is
better search not implemented across organizations?
The short version is that too many options make it a
hard project to put in place. We suggest jumping in
with these seven tips to help you improve either a
currently implemented or planned search strategy.

Just like the expected organization of a library, your
users expect the organization of documents to fall into a
predictable set and subset of categories.

PROVIDE OPTIONS FOR
HOW TO SEARCH
Not all users are the same; some prefer to search
by browsing, some by author and some by full text.
Give them options for how they search. Enterprise
content management (ECM) systems have long
tried to solve the search problem, and most have
built-in searching capabilities determining how
information is categorized, created and stored by
users. Some users will be comfortable with these
types of methods, but not everyone will be satisfied.
As many organizations move away from a purely
native ECM environment and use other systems,
repositories or interfaces in conjunction with their
ECM, more users will not be familiar with the native
search functionalities provided by the ECM, nor will
those functionalities provide coverage for all content
the users must search. Consider implementing
a third-party solution to help your users find
the content they need. For example, leveraging
SharePoint as a search platform enables you to
interact with documents directly from the search

results list, narrow search results using refiners and
continuously or incrementally crawl content to keep
your search results up to date.

2

OFFER WAYS TO
NARROW THE SEARCH

A user who has options for how to search will be
happy to make the effort, but if the results are too
long, the user will be overwhelmed. According to
a 2014 Marketing Land study, over 71 percent of
Google searchers do not make it to the second page,
and the top five results account for 67 percent of all
clicks. This means that if users are presented with
too long a list and they cannot quickly find what
they seek, they are likely to abandon the search
unless they are given an opportunity to narrow the
results. Ensure that the solution you select offers
this capability. Look for options similar to Google’s

Advanced Mode, which allows users to include or
exclude exact phrases or words or narrow the results
based on language, region or last update. You can
also look for options similar to SharePoint, which
allows users to narrow results by author, date range
and many other fields specific to your document
storage taxonomy.

3

MAKE SEARCH
ACCESSIBLE

There is a reason Google’s home page features a
single search box. Search should be easily accessible;
users should not have to search for search. Provide
the search box on every page. Place search functions
at the top of a website or application where
users anticipate finding it. Ensure that the search
box is long enough to fit user search terms; the
recommended minimum length is 27 characters.
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4

DO NOT REQUIRE MULTIPLE SEARCHES
TO FIND ONE DOCUMENT

We all know how this goes: You need to find a
document, but where did you save it? Is it in your
ECM, your email inbox or did you save it directly to
your computer? Your employees are more likely to
abandon a search effort if they must search across
multiple repositories or systems to find the desired
result. Organizations have two options when dealing
with this issue:
• Implement a strict information governance plan
and limit all data storage to a single repository
• Offer a federated search across multiple
repositories

5

ALLOW SEARCH RESULTS
TO BE ACTIONED

If your employees find but cannot action documents
directly or need to go through multiple steps to
access them, their tendency to drop the search result
increases. Get to know what your employees are
doing once they have found the correct document(s).
Are they editing, emailing or downloading them?
Once you know how your users use their search
results, add quick link functionalities. SharePoint
search, for example, allows users to hover over
search results and receive a list of actions they can
take directly on the results. Third-party add-ons can
help you leverage native ECM functionalities directly
from SharePoint search results.

6

SUPPORT THE DEVICES
YOU USE

We no longer live in a world where you can offer
only on-premise solutions. In 2014, Gartner found
that over 40 percent of U.S. employees working for
large enterprises are using personally owned mobile
devices for work. Adding in smaller businesses and
company-issued mobile devices, over half of all U.S.
employees are using a mobile phone or tablet to do
some work. Implementing a desktop-only search
strategy solves only part of the problem and will
ultimately lead to user dissatisfaction. To implement
a successful cross-device search strategy, you must
first understand what devices your employees are
using and then extend search support to those
devices. Mobile devices are typically used when
timeliness is of the essence, so make sure that
document search is a planned part of your mobile
strategy.

7

EVALUATE YOUR
TAXONOMIES

Imagine walking into a library with the goal of
finding George Orwell’s 1984. You would go to
the fiction area, walk along the rows organized
alphabetically by author, find the one containing
“Orwell” and pull the book off the shelf. Now
imagine that instead of alphabetically by author,
the books were organized by the color and size of
their cover. How would you find the book? Chances
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are, you would give up with no idea where to start. Organizations must
think of their document taxonomy structure as part of the search process.
Just like the expected organization of a library, your users expect the
organization of documents to fall into a predictable set and subset of
categories. Before implementing a major overhaul to your enterprise
search, evaluate your entire search environment, starting with how you
structure your taxonomy. Without a proper taxonomy configuration that
makes sense to your users, you can sabotage the success of your search
application.

WHY YOU NEED SEARCH
Most companies over 1,000 employees
have accumulated between 100 terabytes
and one petabyte of information
200 billion email messages are sent every day

LET THE SEARCH BEGIN

On average, organizations are losing 14 percent
of revenue to not being able to leverage their
information

Only 38 percent of organizations in Findwise’s 2013 survey said they
planned on implementing a search strategy. At the same time, the JRC
2013 report noted that companies are losing an average 14 percent of
their revenue by not leveraging their internal information. Implementing
an enterprise search system is important to reducing this lost revenue.
Using these seven tips will help your organization implement an
enterprise search application that will not only leverage your internal
content but ultimately satisfy your users as well.

According to “Enterprise Search in the European Union: A Techno-Economic Analysis”

NOT SO SURPRISING ENTERPRISE
SEARCH STATS
64%

64% of employees think it is difficult to find the
right information internally.

79%

79% of employees think finding information is of
high importance.

38%

Only 38% of respondents have a plan to impement
a search strategy.
According to the Enterprise Search and Findability Survey 2013
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Offboarding:
Managing the Challenge
of Attorney Exits
Death, taxes and lateral moves by lawyers — they are all
inevitable. When lawyers move from one firm to another,
they almost always take data gleaned from document
management and other systems with them; and compliance
and system complexity rarely top their concerns.
At some point, almost every firm will face the departure of a lawyer
moving to another firm, and he or she will take along one or more clients or
matters. The technical aspects of how the information related to those clients
and matters gets transferred are rarely a concern to the departing lawyer; but,
for the IT team, it is a major challenge. Without the right process and procedure
in place, it can be a headache.
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With no slowdown in sight to the lateral
movement of lawyers, especially in the U.S. market,
handling client matter content when lawyers move
out of a firm — “offboarding” — will continue to
be a regular occurrence. The manner in which it
is handled is critical to corporate governance. It
is also important to recognize that issues around
offboarding (and onboarding) go hand-in-hand
with IT infrastructure, in particular your document
management system (DMS), email, matter
management and data storage.

SIGNING OUT
While the technical elements of offboarding can
be automated, the human element remains key to
the process. Thus, a typical offboarding request for
file transfers necessitates the checks and balances
scrutiny of a risk partner or general counsel (GC) to
ensure the firm is meeting its ethical obligation.
From the minute a firm learns of an impending
departure, it is imperative to follow a delineated
procedure for proper risk management. Firms
should have a monitoring process in place to protect
firm matters from being exported en masse by the
departing attorney without being properly vetted.
The temptation to “just take” files and the simplicity
with which some systems enable this must be
tempered by recognition of ethical requirements.
This usually falls under the purview of the IT
department with coordination and oversight from
the GC.

Remember that your bad offboarding practices can
become an ILTA peer’s onboarding nightmare.

Before any document transfer process
can begin, the departing attorney must seek
documented client approval. The firm should have
a policy that provides clear guidance to all parties
involved, including attorneys, administrative teams
(such as IT and records) and clients.

THE TRANSFER CHALLENGE
While it might be straightforward for the departing
attorney to ask for relevant data to be transferred,
achieving this goal can be complicated. Systems and
procedures at the current firm can make locating and
exporting data a challenge. The processes law firms
have for managing documents can vary dramatically,
from a fully digitized enterprise-level DMS with
integrated email filing and tools for matter export to
a firm using mostly paper files while storing some
documents in basic file-shares and email only within
desktop email clients.

Once a transfer has been approved, it is typically
IT that identifies, collects and exports the relevant
data. In some firms, the final transfer is managed via
whichever team maintains overall responsibility for
risk, as they can provide a central collection point for
both physical and electronic data. This can include a
variety of information from a firm’s DMS along with
data residing elsewhere.
Usually relevant documentation and
communication are stored in email folders within
Outlook. Typically the attorney takes an entire
mailbox export during a move, provided in .PST
format. However, if the firm is concerned about
other client information stored in that mailbox, it
might not allow an entire export. If the firm has a
robust DMS and the lawyers properly file all matterrelated email into the appropriate folder within it,
this is not an issue. However, based on the latest
industry surveys, it is safe to say a fair number of
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firms would need to search their systems to be
selective about the data being exported. Add to this
file-shares, non-integrated intranets, extranets and
other data-sharing platforms (e.g., DropBox) from
which files might need to be gathered, and it is
unsurprising that IT teams approach an offboarding
request with caution.
While most law firm environments claim to be
matter-centric, quality can vary significantly. If a
firm is still “flat filing,” the lawyer must manually
select client, matter and document type every time a
record is handled. During this cumbersome process,
it is almost inevitable that documents will be
incorrectly profiled, with vital documents potentially
lost to the offboarding process.
Firms might also perform the minimum
requirement when exporting matters. Unless
leveraging a specialized export program, firms
typically provide a folder full of files with an
accompanying spreadsheet, leaving lawyers to
correlate the relationships on their own. This is
neither the most elegant nor pleasant way to part
ways, and the process does not have to be like that.
Remember that your bad offboarding practices
can become an ILTA peer’s onboarding nightmare.

documents, email messages and attachments,
physical correspondence (assuming it has been
digitized and placed into the correct matter) and
anything else relevant to the client representation. If
a firm utilizes a DMS in classic or legacy mode, end
users must properly tag and profile all information
using the correct matter details to ensure a
complete record of representation.
DMS vendors typically build a limited level of
export functionality into their products. Third parties
have created specialized products that simplify and
streamline the administrative burden associated
with data exports (and imports). The next step
would be to identify and locate all relevant matters
and associated files, which could be as simple as
exporting each of the individual matter files.
If documents are stored in a legacy format
(i.e., in a non-matter-centric DMS or other filebased system), you must rely on proper searching
for collection and assume that attorneys have
properly entered into the system correct metadata
for each document. When those documents are
retrieved for export, attorneys will want to retain
the relevant metadata (i.e., client and matter details,

modified dates, edit dates, author, client partner/
billing partner). With metadata stored in a separate
spreadsheet, the lawyer or new IT department will
have to match the metadata to each document. This
is where the value of a third-party export/import
tool becomes clear.
Given the number of firms that do not fully file
email into their DMS or that have systems incapable
of storing it appropriately, the need to export from
Exchange (or perhaps Lotus Notes) could pose a
challenge. Export functionality can take the form
of exporting email from Outlook into a .PST file.
This can be cumbersome and depends on the
attorney having maintained some semblance of
structure within email folders; otherwise, it requires
exhaustive searching.

MEET THE CHALLENGE
Start your export by identifying the location of all
relevant documents, email messages and records.
In a perfect world, everything would be filed
and stored in a matter-centric DMS, including all

It is best for the offboarding firm and onboarding firm to first
agree on data and file formats and media format at the start of
the process.
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Once all material has been collected, it can be
placed into a secured staging area on a network
or encrypted removable media. It is now ready
for transfer internally to a GC or risk partner for
review to ensure the information is limited to what
has been explicitly authorized for transfer by the
appropriate clients.
It is best for the offboarding firm and
onboarding firm to first agree on data and file
formats and media format at the start of the process.
This conversation should involve both risk partners
and IT departments, with IT taking the lead. Such a
discussion involves politics; brokering it can be both
challenging and time-consuming, but it is helpful
and in the best interest of the clients.
If each firm utilizes a DMS with export/import
capabilities, administrators can identify and export
specific folders and documents with their metadata
into a format that is easy for the new system to
import without compromising security, compliance
or ethical obligations. The files should be structured
where possible. If the firms use a similar DMS,
it might be preferable to export the information
directly in a database format that can be directly
imported into the new firm’s system.

FOLLOW THE PROCESS
Once details of the export have been worked out
among the relevant parties, a best practice for data
export involves an initial migration. This assumes
the attorney has given notice of the pending

lateral move and will work through an agreed
“notice” period at the current firm. Once no more
information will be created within the existing firm’s
system, IT should perform a secondary migration to
collect only that data which has been modified or
added to the matter since the initial migration. After
that, the relevant matters can be transferred to the
new firm.
Though the first firm will no longer work on
the matters, it is still ethically obligated to maintain
them. Those files should be locked and archived
for as long as the firm’s standard retention policy
dictates.

THE FINAL STAGE
The physical method of data transfer is the final
area for consideration. With the significant risk of
portable data storage being lost in transit, FTP and
other secure file-transfer systems offer potentially
more secure data transfer directly from one firm
to another. Most firms still opt for the simple
solution of a USB drive delivered either in person
to the departing attorney or directly to the other
firm. Encryption of such a portable device and the
data contained on it is imperative to meet ethical
obligations.
Firms need to be prepared for the fact that
some attorneys will leave to take opportunities at
other firms. Having an offboarding process in place
will make the transition smoother for your firm and
everyone involved.

An Offboarding Procedural Checklist
•

Identify which clients and matters are at issue.

•

Determine where all relevant documents
and records reside. Consider the DMS, email
system, file-shares, intranets, extranets, filesharing platforms (e.g., DropBox), local storage
on individual computers and physical files.
Are the data saved in on-premises servers,
remotely or with third-party services? Do other
lawyers/employees hold relevant documents
independent of the main DMS?

•

Determine who will identify relevant
documents and records, and establish
protocols for communication.

•

Understand the data formats and preferred
format for delivery.

•

Understand the overall size of the data to be
transferred and how the information will be
physically stored and transferred.

•

Collect and collate all content and deliver the
data to the GC or risk partner for review and
approval.

•

Remove data not approved for transfer. Lock
and/or archive all matter data to be transferred
so the information can be processed via the
firm’s retention/destruction policy.

•

Encrypt approved data, and deliver the
information in the agreed-upon format. Be
sure to deliver decryption passwords separate
from the actual media!
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Working Effectively
with Documents
on an iPad
Mobile First, Cloud First.
This is Microsoft’s new agenda, and they are more committed
than ever to providing services to a broad set of devices, many of which are
not running the operating system from which they make enormous sums of
money. Microsoft advertises that the iPhone and iPad versions of Office have
been downloaded over 80 million times worldwide, putting Office in the hands
of users on the most popular devices.
This raises many questions for the legal document world. How do we
maintain document quality when the content is consumed anywhere at any
time? Learning to work effectively with documents on an iPad will start you in
the right direction.
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VIEWING DOCUMENTS
Viewing a document seems like an easy thing to do
on mobile devices, right? We see an email message
come through with an attachment, and it implores
us to click and view. What can happen if all you are
doing is viewing a file attachment? Well, viewing is
not as simple as it used to be.
Apple iOS: The iPad comes with a native
document viewer that is used when you click to
open an attachment. This simple, intuitive act,
however, can cause multiple viewing issues:
• Track changes/comments can be lost
• Numbering seems to disappear
Not being able to see track changes and/
or comments using the native viewer opens
the door for major metadata risks and potential
embarrassment to your personal and/or firm’s
reputation. Imagine forwarding a document you
thought was free of internal firm tracking and
comments to opposing counsel or to a client, only
to learn that what you could not see was there for
everyone to see. Things could turn ugly quickly.
When numbering disappears from a document
viewed on a mobile device, it can cause confusion and
waste time. If the sender references “Article I” in an
email message, but the file attached shows no article
sections when opened in the native iOS viewer, some
additional back and forth will be required.

Mobile App: One of the lesser-known and advanced capabilities available on the iPad is the ability to open
documents in alternate mobile applications. Here’s how:
Step 1: Locate the email with the attachment you wish to view
Step 2: Tap and hold the file
Step 3: From the app options that appear to the right, choose the mobile application that is best
This slightly extended workflow for viewing a document on alternate apps allows you to avoid some of
the hazards of viewing a document via the native iOS viewer. Beware, however: not all mobile applications are
created equal — each has pros and cons.

VIEWER PROS AND CONS
Here are pros and cons of four of the industry’s top mobile document viewer applications.
APPLICATION

PROS

CONS

Native Viewer

• Access is intuitive
• Built-in

• Track changes not visible
• Comments not visible
• Numbering visibility issues

Word for iPad

•
•
•
•
•

Track changes visible
Comments visible
Track changes navigation
Comments navigation
Numbering visible

• Access not intuitive
• Document has to be imported into app for
viewing

Pages

•
•
•
•

Track changes visible
Comments visible
Track changes navigation
Comments navigation

• Access not intuitive
• Document has to be imported into app for
viewing
• Numbering visibility issues

Documents To Go

• Track changes visible
• Comments visible
• Document does not have to be imported

•
•
•
•

Access not intuitive
No track changes navigation
No comments navigation
Numbering visibility issues
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EDITING
Although many legal IT departments have instituted mobile use policies, we all
know lawyers will work how they want to while on the go. As lawyers increasingly
integrate mobile devices into their workflows and Microsoft continues to integrate
its Office suite into the mobile ecosystem, we can expect the lawyer workflow to
transition from simply viewing documents to full-scale editing on mobile devices.
Microsoft is perpetuating the mobile editing movement with its
announcement of expanded global partnerships with Samsung, Dell and nine
other providers to deliver Microsoft mobile productivity services. These hardware
partners will pre-install Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, OneDrive and Skype
on Android devices coming to market later this year. With more of the population
having easier access to mobile editing than ever before, what does this mean for
our documents, specifically our complex legal documents? How do we effectively
make edits on our iPads?
We recently sat down with some attorneys and asked about editing
documents on an iPad:

Arm yourself with as much
information as possible and know
that technology is ever-changing.

How often do you edit Word documents on your mobile device?
87% of respondents answered at least once a week, with the high side being more
than once a day
How do you use your mobile device to work with Word documents?
Over 60% of respondents edit content via iPads
If you edit Word documents, what types of edits are you making?
Adding (92%) and deleting (77%) content were the two most common actions
These new technologies and workflows introduce new and potentially
detrimental risks to law firms. Adding and deleting track changes, comments and
numbering are important features for an editing tool to possess. Here’s how these
tools stack up:
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EDITOR PROS AND CONS
Here are pros and cons of four of the industry’s top mobile document editing applications.
Application
Word for iPad

Adding/Deleting Track Changes
• Insertions are maintained
• Deletions are maintained
• Moves are maintained
• Familiar user interface (UI) for understanding
if track changes are present

Adding/Deleting Comments

Adding/Deleting Numbering

• Comments are maintained
• Comments on comments are maintained
• Familiar UI for understanding if comments
are present
• Intuitive controls to move between comments

• Legal numbering visually correct
• Legal numbering auto inserted if
“followed by style” is set up
• Legal numbering available from styles
list

• Intuitive controls to move between track
changes
Pages

• Insertions are maintained for body only
• Deletions are maintained, but hard to identify
and only for body
• Moves are lost
• Unfamiliar UI for understanding if track
changes are present
• Less intuitive controls to move between track
changes

• Comments are maintained
• Comments on comments are lost
• Unfamiliar UI for understanding if
comments are present
• Less intuitive controls to move between
comments

• Legal numbering visually incorrect
• Legal numbering auto inserted if
“followed by style” is set up
• No style list available to insert legal
numbering

Documents to Go

• Insertions are maintained for body only
• Deletions are maintained for body only
• Moves are lost
• Familiar UI for understanding if track changes
are present
• No controls to move between track changes

• Comments are maintained
• Comments on comments are maintained
• Familiar UI for understanding if comments
are present
• No controls to move between comments

• Legal numbering visually incorrect
• Legal numbering auto inserted if
“followed by style” is set up
• No style list available to insert legal
numbering

QuickEdit

• Insertions are maintained
• Deletions are maintained
• Moves are lost
• Somewhat familiar UI for understanding
if track changes are present
• No controls to move between track changes

• Comments are maintained
• Comments on comments are maintained
• Somewhat familiar UI for understanding if
comments are present
• No controls to move between comments

• Legal numbering visually incorrect
• Legal numbering not always inserted if
“followed by style” is set up
• No style list available to insert legal
numbering
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MONITORING
Like a busy lawyer, mobile applications are continuously on the move. In iOS 7,
Apple introduced the concept of automatically updating applications. If you have
automatic app updates turned on, changes can take place that affect your ability
to continue working. Applications need regular monitoring.
Take the case of Citrix ShareFile, also known as QuickEdit. When this app was
first introduced, it was called Office2 HD, and it required no sign-in for access to
the editing application. Citrix bought the application, and overnight both the icon
and application name changed. Now you must have a ShareFile (Citrix’s cloud
storage utility) login to access the app. For those who have auto updates turned
on, this happened automatically.
To really get the importance of monitoring, think about the “view headers
and footers” feature. Headers and footers often contain graphics and content
you want your clients to see, including when viewing or editing files on mobile
devices. We have come across documents viewed/edited with QuickEdit in which
header/footer content was not visible due to how the content had been formatted
in Word. It is important to understand the limitations and nuances of these
applications, especially for firm model documents, for every mobile application
your firm sponsors.

Microsoft is perpetuating the
mobile editing movement with
its announcement of expanded
global partnerships with
Samsung, Dell and nine other
providers to deliver Microsoft
mobile productivity services.

READY TO WORK
Today, work is what we do, not where we go. How, where and with whom we
work is changing rapidly, and mobile capabilities are at the center of it all. The
best thing you can do is arm yourself with as much information as possible and
know that technology is ever-changing.
Word for iPad offers the greatest fidelity in terms of viewing content and
maintaining it during a document’s round trip experience, but every tool comes
with challenges. Implementing best practices and training users to understand
potential impacts of viewing and editing files on the iPad is critical as this work
becomes commonplace.
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On-Premises or SaaS?
It Depends on Your Needs
Are you considering moving your on-premises document
management system (DMS) to a hosted solution?
Such solutions can aid law firms with benefits such as costeffectiveness, quick deployment and access to greater resources. Even
though cloud computing is an emerging strategy, the endorsement of
expert working groups and the way this strategy allows for elasticity,
availability, improved resource utilization and support for multiple users
are combining to make it ubiquitous.
There are three main models of hosted service: infrastructure as
a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and software as a service
(SaaS). Here we will discuss SaaS, which offers a system that generally
is more cost-effective and easier to manage while requiring less
maintenance and storage space than on-premises solutions. Some firms
will find, though, that an on-premises solution will continue to best fill
their needs.
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Consider these five areas before moving to
a hosted DMS solution: financials, deployment,
integration, security and investment priorities.

FINANCIALS
It is assumed that SaaS is less expensive than an onpremises deployment, but this view is because the
initial outlay for SaaS is considerably less than for an
on-premises solution. However, several things must
be considered here.

Imagining a 10-user system over a five-year period, we could see the following scenario:

$16,000
SAAS
Internal Existing Server

$12,000

Internal New Server
$8,000

$4,000

• Hardware Costs: For an on-premises
deployment, you must consider whether
existing servers can maintain a DMS. Many DMS
packages run on Microsoft Windows Server,
but you must ensure you have the required
version to run the application, see if the server
needs updates and determine whether the new
application requires a dedicated server. It is also
vital to check whether the operating system on
your firm’s workstations supports the DMS.
• Operating Costs: There are maintenance costs
associated with managing internal servers,
backing up data and updating software. The cost
of updating software is typically 15-25 percent of
the original purchase price annually. There is also
the cost of ongoing support, which, while not
essential, is desirable. With SaaS, these are all
covered by a monthly fee.

0
YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

SaaS ends up being more expensive, but there
might be other costs incurred with the on-premises
solution. For example, internal IT personnel costs are
not included in this description.

DEPLOYMENT
The vendor takes care of everything during the
implementation of SaaS, including server preparation,
configuration and software initialization; all the
firm must do is agree to the terms. On-premises
deployments, on the other hand, usually require IT
help. If your organization does not have a dedicated IT
team, it is best to hire a consultant with expertise to
set up and configure the system.

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

INTEGRATION
Integrating your DMS with existing applications
might be easier with an on-premises deployment
since it is generally easier to integrate applications
operating on the same network. However, this
is changing. The past few months have seen the
release of connectors and integrations that enable
firms to connect on-premises applications with
hosted applications. As the technology continues to
evolve, firms will be able to leverage integrations
between SaaS and on-premises more easily. It is
not yet clear how integration between two or more
applications on different SaaS platforms will work.
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SECURITY
A best practice in both on-premises and SaaS
deployments is to save documents in a centralized
repository, applying all available security measures.
This can be an issue for the firm with an on-premises
solution. The SaaS hosting company likely has
more resources to spend on security; it is easy to
apply several security policies to the repository.
Compliance issues also need to be addressed:
where the data are stored and whether you will be
in compliance with local regulations if the data are
located outside the geographical boundaries of the
client location.
A related issue is disaster recovery. By
definition, having data backed up offsite increases
your chances of recovering from data loss. With onpremises platforms, regular back-ups must be done,
and a recovery strategy will need to be put in place.
There are also very obvious questions that need
asking:

The answers to these questions should be part
of your considerations.

INVESTMENT PRIORITIES
How you choose to allocate your budget relates
not only to document management, but to every
kind of application. The SaaS approach is better for
firms trying to save on upfront capital investment;
but, as the example above shows, it might be more
costly in the long run. Many firms have developed
IT competency over time and understand that
deploying software internally helps the firm leverage
those resources better.

• How easy will it be to get documents out of the
system you choose?

What can we conclude? Both on-premises and
SaaS are valid options for document management,
and firms should evaluate all aspects when looking
into making this investment rather than being lured
into SaaS because the initial costs are appealing.
It comes down to what will work for your firm in
terms of needs, assessment and planning. What is
good today may not be ideal tomorrow and could
ultimately force rethinking a strategy that should
have been considered in the first place.

As the technology continues to evolve,
firms will be able to leverage integrations
between SaaS and on-premises more easily.

• What happens if you wish to change systems?
• Will you be able to move your data from an old
system to a new one?
• Are your data stored in native or proprietary
format?
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Changing to
a SaaS DMS:
A CASE STUDY
by Laura Thompson Sears
of Gould & Ratner LLP

Four years ago, Gould & Ratner LLP, a Chicago
law firm with 100 users, migrated our DMS from
on-premises to a SaaS model called NetDocuments.
Impressed with the relatively quick installation
process, minimal front-end programming and no
capital investment for implementation, we felt that
NetDocuments would streamline our operations,
utilize our IT staff more effectively and secure our
documents in the private cloud. Added features
were its built-in business continuity and extranet
capabilities.
When migrating from an on-premises system,
there are always limitations to consider. The SaaS
model has limited customization, creating a more
uniform look. Major technology changes are always
accompanied by user resistance and the features of a
new system can seem overwhelming, but eventually
everyone adapts and users become accustomed to
creating workflows. At Gould & Ratner, the initial
feeling of resistance has dissipated, new attorneys
and staff find NetDocuments intuitive and easy to
use and everyone knows the system’s limitations
and benefits. Continuing education remains a
priority for us — there is so much more this system
can do, and many are only touching the surface of its
capabilities.

We find our SaaS resolution time to be a major
advantage over on-premises software. On the rare
occasion that the system is slow or not working
properly, hundreds of other firms are suffering from
the same issue. This results in technical issues being
resolved much more quickly than had been our
experience with on-premises solutions. In addition,
instantaneous access to information is a great
advantage.
Overall, our user experience has greatly
improved. Support has remained the same, as have
storage costs, even though we are now preserving
the contents of our files as PDFs to NetDocuments.
The only cost increase we have incurred has been
when we add users. A cost benefit analysis has
shown us that the cost of the SaaS has proven to be
in our favor. If we were debating on-premises vs.
SaaS today, we would make the same decision.
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